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Abstract
Translational research (TR) has been extensively used in the health science domain, where results from laboratory research are
translated to human studies and where evidence-based practices are adopted in real-world settings to reach broad communities. In
computer science, much research stops at the result publication and dissemination stage without moving to the evaluation in real
settings at scale and feeding the gained knowledge back to research. Additionally, there is a lack of steady funding and incentives
to broadly promote translational computer science (TCS) in practice. In this paper, we present how, throughout its lifespan, the
Pegasus workflow management system project has incorporated the principles of translational computer science. We report on our
experience on building a strong, long-term engagement with a broad range of science communities to establish mutually beneficial
relationships between the core R&D team and these communities.
Keywords: Translational Research, Translational Computer Science, Scientific Workflows, Workflow Management Systems,
Large-scale Distributed Computing

1. Introduction
The success of modern biomedicine can often be attributed
to the workflow adopted by researchers to develop new pharmaceutical compounds via computations and in a laboratory environment, test them within clinical settings, and develop protocols and guidelines for broader community usage of best therapies. The success of this translational approach has brought
focus to the need of progressive testing of solutions in real
settings, and the need to feed the insights gained (both negative and positive) back to the basic research effort in order
to improve research outcomes [1, 2]. Over the past decade,
several institutions and funding bodies have supported translational research (TR) as the foundation for transferring research
outcomes into practice. For instance, the National Institute of
Health (NIH) has made translational research a priority, forming centers of translational research at its institutes and launching specific, TR-focused programs [3]. Institutions of highereducation have also conducted internal surveys to understand
the impact of TR practices adopted by their faculty and research
staff [4].
Although the benefits of TR have been well-acknowledged
in the health sciences domain (both by scientists and funding
bodies), the traditional research workflow in computer science
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(CS) still does not have well-defined best practices. Additionally, there is a lack of support in CS for embracing TR as part
of the critical path of the research development process [5]. On
the other hand, as CS permeates not only traditional physical
sciences, but also social sciences, humanities, and in fact every
aspect of our lives, some CS researchers see the value of examining the entire innovation cycle from conceptualization and
initial research to testing at scale in real environments to broad
community adoption. In this context, this paper examines translational computer science (TCS) as defined by Abramson and
Parashar in [5], and describes how this process of innovation
has driven the development and adoption of the Pegasus workflow management system [6, 7], and what were the challenges
that the project faced over the years. Pegasus came out of an
NSF-funded project that aimed to explore the concept of virtual
data in science [8]. That grant specifically funded interdisciplinary research in CS and astronomy/physics. As a result, Pegasus was born out of our belief that the value of our work lay
not only in the novel computer science algorithms but also in
the software that leveraged these algorithms to advance domain
science. Thus, the translational aspects of CS grew organically
to some degree.
In this paper, we examine the various facets of TCS with the
lens of the Pegasus experience, and discuss the challenges we
faced for over twenty years of the project’s lifespan. Specifically, we delineate how TCS principles have been incorporated
into the research and development process of the Pegasus software, and how we have leveraged community engagement and
feedback for driving novel software requirements and future research directions. We also discuss the challenges we have faced
along these years regarding translational research, and we recAugust 13, 2020

ommend potential solutions for incorporating TCS into the critical path of development and research processes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of Pegasus and its user communities. In Section 3,
we briefly describe the concepts of TCS as used in this paper.
Section 4 presents our experience in designing Pegasus, and
how TCS has been applied during the lifespan of the project.
Section 5 discusses the challenges in performing TCS and how
we have overcome them. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
summary of discussions and perspectives on future directions.

the basis for building codes that can influence billions of dollars of construction each year. The engagement with (and the
continuous feedback from) these communities has been fundamental for the development of a robust and efficient software
framework tailored to specific community needs, all without
diminishing its general applicability. For instance, with the
introduction of peta-scale high-performance computing (HPC)
systems, SCEC and other Pegasus users requested a more native way of executing workflows on such specialized HPC resources. The result of the feedback was the introduction of a
specialized workflow execution engine, which is dynamically
deployed within an HPC system and enables efficient execution of high-throughput workflows on HPC architectures via a
master-worker paradigm [14]. Another example of the community driven development model is the dynamic data cleanup
feature, which is a data management algorithm that schedules
the removal of intermediate data from the execution site as soon
as it is no longer needed by the workflow. This feature was initially requested by LIGO, but it is now a standard capability.
It is enabled by default and used by the majority of Pegasus
users [15].

2. Pegasus Workflow Management System
Scientific workflows have been almost universally used
across scientific domains and have underpinned some of the
most significant discoveries of the past several decades [6, 9].
Workflow management systems support abstractions and provide automation, which enable a broad range of researchers to
easily define sophisticated computational processes and to then
execute them efficiently on parallel and distributed computing
systems. Pegasus [6] is an open source framework that is being
used in production to execute scientific workflows for dozens of
high-profile applications in a number of different disciplines including astronomy, gravitational-wave physics, bioinformatics,
earthquake engineering, helioseismology, and limnology.
Since 2001, Pegasus has evolved into a robust and scalable
system in response to the needs of scientists to conduct complex computations on heterogeneous and distributed cyberinfrastructures (CI) [7]. From the beginning, Pegasus’ philosophy
was to rely on established research in graph theory, databases,
and compilers, and to augment and adapt that knowledge to the
concept of workflows and the target CI. Today, Pegasus is built
on the foundation of abstractions of directed acyclic graphs,
fundamental programming constructs, and scalable algorithms.
Workflow execution with Pegasus includes data management,
monitoring, and failure handling, and is managed by HTCondor DAGMan [10]. Individual workflow tasks are managed by
a workload management framework, HTCondor [11], which supervises task executions on local and remote resources. During
execution, Pegasus translates an abstract resource-independent
workflow into an executable workflow, determining the executables, data, and computational resources required for the execution.
Over the past two decades, an interdisciplinary community
of users in a broad spectrum of the sciences has grown around
Pegasus. Notably, Pegasus was used by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) collaboration
for the analysis that confirmed the existence of gravitational
waves [12]; and by the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) to generate the first ever physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard map of Southern California [13], which estimates the probability that earthquake ground motions at a geographic location of interest will exceed some intensity measure, such as peak ground velocity or ground acceleration, over
a given time period. Such estimates are useful for civic planners, building engineers, and insurance agencies, and forms

3. Translational Computer Science

In [5], translational research in computer science is defined
in an analogous way to translational research (TR) in the field
of biomedical research. The authors argue that there is a parallel between the translational cycle in biomedical research
that feeds back real world findings to research and that of
translational computer science, where at-scale evaluation provides feedback to research. TR fosters the multidirectional
integration of basic research, patient-oriented research, and
population-based research [16]. TR is generally composed of
the following components: (i) bench, which is defined as basic
research, often in a laboratory setting; (ii) bedside, which tests
the results of the research in clinical settings, often via trials
with groups of patients; and (iii) community, where the knowledge gained can be implemented as part of protocols for patient
care. The authors in [5] further argue that the findings from
the trials and community practice are able to influence the basic
research that is being conducted. This feedback loop distinguishes the translational process from basic research that stops
at the publication of research outcomes and from commercialization efforts, which may result from successful clinical trials.
The authors of [5] consider the concept of translational research and define translational computer science (TCS) to have
analogous components, namely: laboratory, locale, and community. The laboratory, which encompasses both hardware
and software, is where CS research and development takes
place. The locale is where the results of the research are evaluated and may result in changes to the research being conducted.
The community is thought to be the users and early adopters
who can help more broadly with the evaluation process.
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Community

added to Pegasus. This process ensures that our code can be
easily adopted and extended by the community.
Elementary software requirements can be directly implemented and incorporated into Pegasus releases by the professional software development staff (although significant development effort may be required). However, novel architectures
and emerging applications may raise challenging research questions that require in-depth analysis and the development and
evaluation of new techniques – e.g., optimization algorithms
for managing large volumes of data, resource provisioning algorithms for dynamic scaling computing resources, among others [17, 18, 19]. Research within the Pegasus project is typically conducted alongside software development, and may involve: (i) collecting performance data from experimental (or
new) computing platforms for developing performance profiles
of applications and systems; (ii) development of prototypes or
simulators for evaluation and verification of novel approaches;
and (iii) development of a plan for incorporating research outcomes into software products. The research is often conducted
by graduate students under the guidance of research staff. By
fostering interactions between graduate students and the community, students gain firsthand experience in conducting research that could subsequently result in transformative software
products for the community, and therefore TCS. Such interactions may require additional efforts (e.g., communication, requirements gathering, and research question refinement) than
typical intra-lab research. However, we can point to a number of cases in which graduate students have benefited from
external collaborations and from receiving “real-world” feedback [20, 21, 22].
Figure 2 illustrates how research and software development
for Pegasus have been interleaved throughout the project’s lifespan. We note that translating research outcomes into software
products is a long and laborious process and typically requires
several iterations between researchers and software developers
(a discussion regarding this aspect is presented in Section 5).
In the next sub-sections, we discuss how different types of engagement with the community have informed the design and
development of the Pegasus software framework.

Pegasus Users
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general requirements,
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Friendly Users
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LIGO and SCEC
testing at scale

features drivers,
bugs, at scale results

Pegasus Team
Laboratory

research and development
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Figure 1: Mapping TCS into Pegasus R&D team and user communities.

4. Pegasus as Translational CS
Applying the principles of TCS has been key for the development of technologies that lead to important scientific discoveries. A natural, and yet often undervalued decision process for
designing and realizing such technologies entails incorporating
TCS throughout the projects’ lifespan. This is the case for most
of the long-lasting research projects that supported innovative
research that has had demonstrated impact in practice.
In this section, we report on our experience gained over two
decades of designing and implementing Pegasus, and how the
software has supported an interdisciplinary community from a
multitude of fields of science to effectively achieve their computational needs by managing the execution of computational
tasks and data processing utilizing distributed, heterogeneous
resources. We leverage the definition of TCS presented in [5]
to describe how our processes and decisions map to the three
components of the TCS model: laboratory, locale, and community (Figure 1).
4.1. Laboratory
The laboratory is the most common component among applied and experimental computer science projects [5]. It includes technical aspects of CS such as software and hardware,
as well as broader infrastructure (e.g., distributed computing
and storage services). In the context of Pegasus, we model
the laboratory component as the Pegasus software framework
and its core research and development conducted by the project
team. Here, software requirements are driven by pressing community needs, while exploratory and innovative concepts are
first assessed and verified within a research context. Promising
solutions are then translated into software requirement specifications and eventually software capabilities are released as part
of the Pegasus software.
In order to develop a robust and sustainable software product
that meets the needs of the scientific community, and enables
external contribution, we have adhered to proven software engineering processes. Specifically, we have developed Pegasus
using Agile software development methods, where software is
delivered in short, iterative, and incremental releases [7]. The
Pegasus software development cycle follows a rigorous software testing process via unit tests and continuous integration.
We use the latter for automated building and testing suites of
workflow benchmarks when new capabilities or bug fixes are

4.2. Locale
TCS defines locale as the local or virtual environment where
research outcomes are evaluated in practice. In contrast to
unit and integration tests commonly used as best practices in
software development (e.g., in Pegasus we perform end-to-end
workflow tests [7]), the goal here is to assess the behavior of the
software, or its specific capabilities, under non-deterministic
scenarios – e.g., at scale, subject to external load, failures, unforeseen configurations, etc. – but still obtain trustworthy responses that may lead to improvements of software components, or even the discovery of new requirements. Here, the
term “at scale” targets the evaluation of the Pegasus system with
large-scale applications (workflows that have hundreds of thousands jobs, processing terabytes of data) running on leadershipclass HPC systems or distributed resources that have on the order of two hundred thousands cores available at any one time,
3
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Figure 2: Pegasus development and releases over time. The bottom rows indicate interleaving research and software development. (The second row indicates
software release versions.)

such as the Open Science Grid (OSG) [23]. In these evaluations, we actively monitor the performance of Pegasus to identify anomalous or unexpected patterns of operation.
In the context of Pegasus, we map the locale component to
a subset of users, named “friendly users” (Figure 1), which are
willing to, and are able to, conduct tests at scale in their own
environments and have sufficient familiarity with the software
to explore a range of functionalities under different constraints.
Building trust within such relationships requires long-standing
partnerships and commitment from both sides of the collaboration – incentives are key for establishing a mutually beneficial
collaboration as discussed in Section 5. In the context of the Pegasus project, such relationships were initially established via
collaborative funded projects in which Pegasus was the centerpiece to enable efficient distributed execution of the partners’
applications. As Pegasus evolved into a mature and reliable
software framework, novel partnerships were formed via engagements with the community (as described in Section 4.3).
During the Pegasus project lifespan, we have developed
close collaborations with several classes of users, from individual researchers to large collaborations and centers. Specifically, astrophysicists (LIGO) [12] and earthquake scientists
(SCEC) [13, 19], and more recently bioinformaticians, have
been the main drivers of new features and research challenges
in data management, resource management, data integrity, and
fault tolerance, among others (Figure 2). As these projects have
large-scale computing and storage demands and utilize national
cyberinfrastructure resources, they are ideal use cases for testing Pegasus at scale. For instance, the development of solutions for handling large data footprint and an online monitoring dashboard were mainly steered by LIGO; approaches for
managing large numbers of short running tasks and co-locating
data-intensive single core workflow tasks with large-scale parallel computations were driven by SCEC (Figure 2) – additional
details on how these collaborators have steered the evolution of
the Pegasus software can be found in [7]. Although “friendly
users” may guide the specification of new requirements, we ensure that our solutions are general as possible so that they can
benefit the community at large.
Our involvement in large scale distributed computing infrastructure projects such as OSG [23] and XSEDE [24], has also
contributed to Pegasus evolution. Some of our research staff
are part of the operations and science support teams in these
projects. As a result, these engagements have given us insights
into the upcoming infrastructure developments, and allowed us
to leverage community-developed technologies for better data
management. Involvement with the Extended Collaborative

Support Services team at XSEDE, gave us insight on the challenges of setting up workflow systems on large supercomputers
and pushed us to explore third party provisioning tools and alternative job submission mechanisms.

4.3. Community
The community constitutes the third pillar of TR, which in
applied or experimental computer science projects is very limited [5]. Most projects limit their research outcomes to peerreviewed publications, to the release of software via an opensource license, or as a conduit to creating a startup. In the context of the Pegasus project, the community represents the various users and early adopters of the software framework (Figure 1).
Pegasus’ approach for translating research to the community
is manifold. In addition to providing an open-source code base
for Pegasus, which is accompanied by comprehensive documentation of features, APIs, tutorials, and example workflows;
we have continually engaged with the community on a number of fronts. Research outcomes are primarily documented
and made available via publication in peer-reviewed conferences and journals. We conduct in-person and online training
in conferences/meetings as well as dedicated sessions targeting
particular user communities (e.g., climate modelers, bioinformatitians), and bi-monthly virtual “office hours”. Mailing lists
and interactions with individual users are also key for achieving
successful TCS.
In terms of the software development aspect, the community
has a key role in testing and identifying issues and limitations
of functionalities the software provides. In order to obtain such
feedback from the community, it is crucial that the development and research team provides timely responses to community queries with objective expectations of when and how issues (or new requirements) will be fixed (or made available), or
clear explanations of the reasons why the request would not be
fulfilled. We note that community feedback may take a number
of different formats, including comments/assessments via traditional communication channels (mailing lists, emails, chats, inperson conversations), or more recently by leveraging the open
source model in which issues tracking and direct contributions
(e.g., pull requests) are attributed to community members. In
summary, it is important to acknowledge that the quality of code
and dissemination is not sufficient for achieving TCS, but also
a strong engagement with the community and an understanding
of their needs are vital to make the software relevant.
4

5. Challenges in Translational Computer Science
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In the above section, we have described how the Pegasus
project has attained TCS along these past two decades. Although we have successfully implemented a model in which
TCS is in the critical path of our research and development processes, we have encountered several challenges that have been
addressed over these years – yet several of them remain. In this
section, we present these challenges, how we have approached
them, and discuss potential solutions for improving the support
for TCS in applied or experimental computer science projects
(Figure 3).

>>

Community

Figure 3: Envisaged TCS with continuous feedback and steady funding support.
Activities related to the three pillars of TCS are performed by: the research
team in the laboratory, by the friendly users in the locale, and by a broader set
of users in the community. Continuous feedback from friendly users and the
community inform the activities of the project team. Sustained funding is key
for accomplishing TCS in the long term.

Personnel. In TR, there are often different teams conducting
the research and the translation processes; in TCS, it is often the
same team that performs these operations. Although there are
benefits to that approach, in the sense that the insights gained
from trials or dissemination can be quickly integrated into the
research, the drawback is that the personnel have to fulfill both
roles. In Pegasus, research is mostly performed by graduate research assistants (GRAs), the research staff, and faculty, while
the development and translation is performed primarily by professional software developers – they all work closely together
and translation is often done by both. Our strategy of having
professional developers focusing on development and translation ensures continuity over time, while at the same time it allows the GRAs to focus on their research and progressing towards their degrees. Although we strive to also engage students
in TCS, such participation is carefully scoped and managed so
that the progress towards their degrees is not hindered. For instance, research publications in collaboration with the community typically involve elements of the TCS process. Therefore,
we argue that there is a prevailing need for a balance in the
team. However, building such a team within an academic environment is challenging. Unlike GRAs, who are relatively inexpensive and require short term (semester long) funding commitments, permanent staff is expensive and requires long term
financial commitments on the part of the principal investigator.
Additionally, the costs of maintaining research staff and professional developers needed to perform TCS increase over time,
unlike the GRA costs, which stay relatively constant. When
funding gaps within a group occur, the GRAs can be moved to
teaching assistant positions, but maintaining staff during these
periods can be challenging and sometimes impossible.

aspect of Pegasus’ applications, which drives new requirements
– note that in these awards Pegasus is partly supported as a tool
for enabling efficient distributed processing. Despite our ability to secure funding from different sources for Pegasus R&D
along these nearly two decades, we argue that continued, steady
funding (preferably from fewer sources, as expectations may
significantly shift from different agencies) is vital to have the
time to bring back the real world experiences to the research
and the software. For instance, often times, meaningful ”field
results” and scientific breakthroughs take time to come about
(e.g., confirmation of the existence of gravitational waves [12]
occurred 15 years after the initial collaboration between Pegasus and LIGO was established), and as a result the value of TCS
is not evident in the near term or within typical funding cycles.
Evaluation. In order to support TCS, the CS community
also need to value and advocate for TCS by fostering discussions around the topic, organizing workshops, and recognizing the value of TCS when participating in the proposal review
and project evaluation processes. Additionally, the community
needs to develop methods for evaluating the success or failure
of TCS. In biomedical TR, evaluation of the translation can be
measured by the ability of a drug to treat a particular condition
and be compared to a control scenario. In CS the evaluation
metrics are not clear and have been debated over the last few
years. Are we evaluating software based on downloads, the
number of users, the number of publications that used the software, the quality of the science that the software enabled? The
metrics are many and not all metrics fit all TCS efforts.

Funding. In CS, research projects are traditionally funded by
governmental agencies that typically sponsor projects within
an average time frame of 2-3 years. Although this allows research teams to produce reasonable outcomes that may enrich
the state-of-the-art in the researched field or produce software
elements to fulfill community pressing needs, there is no room
for translating research outcomes to practice (if it is even considered at all). To overcome this challenge, the Pegasus project
has been supported by a mixture of awards that target specific
software development (NSF CI-focused programs), and fundamental and applied research (including NSF, DOE, NIH, and
DARPA). While fundamental CS research is mostly focused on
elemental aspects of novel algorithms and emerging technologies, applied research targets the distributed and heterogeneous

Incentives. In spite of our successful model for performing
TCS, we underline that early project funding awards lacked incentive for pursuing translation. In biomedicine trials, for example, subjects are sometimes incentivized with monetary rewards or the promise of a cure; in CS there is a promise of a
better solution but there is also a cost of evaluating new solutions that is not necessarily compensated. Although early system (hardware) users often get the benefit of additional computing resources while providing feedback to the system providers,
early software adopters often have to do significant work to utilize the software, deal with bugs, and conduct tests. They do
get better user support and attention to their specific requirements, but they have to have trust in the software team and be
5

assured that their input will be heard and that the software they
are investing their time in will be ”around” and supported. We
argue then that there is a need for more attention to incentives
for the early adopters, which could be defined as part of the
research plan, which is typically developed when seeking funding. There also needs to be mechanisms to support that software that is needed by the science community, independent of
its commercial viability.

#1664162, “SI2-SSI: Pegasus: Automating Compute and Data
Intensive Science”.
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Sustainability. Traditionally, sustainability plans for research
outcomes often target commercialization or open-source communities, however not all teams want to commercialize their
software, or there may not be a clear path to commercialization.
For example, although there are examples of commercial workflow systems, the Pegasus team, which is primarily focused on
research and its translation to other scientific domains, has not
been interested in pursuing commercialization. We believe that
this would be a distraction to the main RD effort. In practice,
most of the projects sunset at the end of the grant’s period of
performance when no subsequent funding is found. In [5], the
authors argue that commercialization and open-source models
to distributed research artifacts are not sufficient to characterize
translation, and that typically funding bodies do not intrinsically support translation. Therefore, we argue that there is a
need for an effort to balance sustainability and translation, and
to produce a plan for supporting TCS and sustainability efforts
as distinct, yet necessary, campaigns.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented how the Pegasus workflow management system has incorporated translational computer science in practice along the project’s lifespan. We reported on our
experience on building a strong, long-term engagement with
the community to establish mutually beneficial relationships
between the core R&D team and the user community, so that
the latter can provide valuable feedback and testing capabilities
at scale for the Pegasus software framework, while benefiting
from better support and attention to their specific needs. Along
this process, we recognized that understanding the community
needs is key for driving features development, and therefore
achieving TCS. We have also discussed our approach over the
past two decades to address numerous challenges in performing
TCS in practice. These include lack of targeted, steady funding; lack of incentives for early adopters; balancing TCS and
sustainability; and maintaining a heterogeneous research and
development team, e.g., GRAs and research staff and faculty
focused on research and professional software developers supporting translation. Last, we have provided recommendations
on how TCS could be better incorporated by funding bodies and
become part of the research project’s critical path. Future directions for Pegasus include continuous engagement with user
community and funding bodies, and broadening the scope of
our friendly users to experiment at scale with emerging applications such as artificial intelligence and particularly machine
learning.
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